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ABSTRACT

In this paper we try to explore different factors impacting establishment of an academic partnership. We plan to examine the expectations, dynamics, and particulars of academic partnerships and the reality of expectations of universities on both sides of the globe. International collaboration may not just serve as a trend, but it is almost an obligatory practice for some of the private universities in developing countries, in few cases individual research group, in order to seek visibility on the science and technology scene internationally, also have international collaboration at the group level. This paper presents an effort, as a case study, towards academic collaboration among two universities from a developing country and a large private non-profit university in the United States. This study also aims to highlight issues regarding trust and expectation from both sides and lack of reliable technical, communication as well as organizational infrastructure that may contribute to the inability to partner and collaborate. These systemic issues sometimes also create a tension between partners in their approach to collaboration.

Collaboration and Motivation

Collaborations and signing Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) between universities is one of the new trends. Generally, in case of international collaborations it may not only serve as a trend but it is almost an obligatory practice for most of the private universities in the developing countries. These private universities through these collaborations are looking for some kind of recognition and hoping to gain a competitive advantage among the perspective students and their parents. In some cases it is also possible that individual research group, in order to seek visibility on the science and technology scene internationally, also have international collaboration at the group level.

International collaborations also include few additional factors, which may not be important to consider for local collaboration, namely historical and socio-cultural traditions. These factors sometimes play very critical role in the success and sustainability of such international collaborations. It is our understanding that because of social-cultural and traditions collaborations generally occur more naturally as a result of increased opportunities for interactions with colleagues from other countries during international workshops, conferences and symposia. Since now a days most of the schools have faculty with very diverse cultural background so sometimes cultural relationship of faculty and researchers also influence facilitation in collaboration. Finally, no matter what type of collaboration we are working on informal contacts are just as important (if not more important) as any kind of formal connections in terms of innovative outcomes for the perspective collaboration. However, some of us may still put more emphasis on more formal collaborative mechanisms to be used for establishing any kind of initial connection for establishing collaborations.

Once the collaboration is established then the next step is maintaining this collaboration. One of the important factor that can help in maintaining strong relationships among collaborating institutions is to always stay in touch and keep regular communication channels open. Authors1
report importance of feedback and sharing of ideas. Any such feedback will have no impact if collaborating institutions are not listening to each other. International collaborations may include accepting various and at times opposing ideas that could be the result of difference in culture and other factors that are local to that institute part of the collaboration.

In the following sections we will explore different factors impacting establishment of an academic partnership between different universities. We plan to examine the expectations, dynamics, and particulars of academic partnerships and the reality of expectations of universities on both sides of the globe. We will also present efforts, as a case study, towards academic collaboration among two universities from a developing country and a large private non-profit university in the United States. The assumptions characterizing the partnership between the participants and their counterparts will also be discussed.

Globalization and Impact:

Globalization in almost every aspect of life is now a days very common, so like in any other field higher education institutions are also pushed to grow their scope beyond the boundaries of their home country. Most of us would agree that academic globalization will have positive impact on the educational institutes. However, on the other hand some researcher attribute reduced support from the governmental institutions, outsourcing of services and narrow focus of curricula to the globalization thus negatively impacting operation and working of local institution. In addition, some countries and governments may think of these collaborations as one of the source of brain drain from the country thus jeopardizing their economic and technological growth. Thus local institution will find themselves in a very challenging position and find it hard to keep their talented faculty as well as good students to stay. This can be attributed to the fact that local university administration, in most cases, is unable to offer attractive salary and benefit package in order to retain highly qualified faculty. Many of the developing countries had suffered because of this brain drain phenomenon thus finding it difficult to keep home grown talents within the country which in turn also negatively impacts the economic growth of the country. Brain drain often leaves education institutions in developing country with fewer qualified faculty members and in some cases talented students. In authors reported that a huge number of faculty from Ethiopian academic institution resigned from their profession and started taking jobs in other fields or went abroad for improving their qualification or other personal reasons with no intention to return. Although the number of such faculty varies from institution to institution, the rough estimate of this brain drain from Ethiopian academic institution reported to be as much as 50 percent.

Collaborations for Research:

The area of faculty research interests is one of the avenues for international collaboration. In general, researchers from the developing countries are most of the time seeking collaboration with researchers in the developed countries. The reason for such attraction for these researcher is that there are more research opportunities in the developed countries as well as because researchers have access to larger financial resources, superior technical resources and established infrastructure. Sometimes researchers, research groups or even university upper management in the developing countries would like to seek international collaboration in order to get more
visibility and recognition among its peers. In addition the upper management also realizes that such collaboration will also expose their researchers to advanced technology and superior services that may not be available locally. This exercise also helps in enhancing local research and scientific capabilities and can also benefits both countries as well entice others to also become part of such collaborations⁴.

Now a days universities even in the developed countries with strong research focus are also encouraging their faculty to establish international collaboration with researchers even if they are from the developing countries. In addition, the scientist in the developed countries themselves have started realizing the benefits in initiating collaborations with the developing countries. The developing countries have improved research capabilities and impact of local context on research findings⁵. Another interesting observation quoted in research⁶,⁷ indicates that research citing for papers with authors from several countries is higher than papers with authors from the same country or papers with single authors. It is also reported that multiple author papers have higher percentage of publication within higher impact articles, this can be double if authors are not from the same country⁸. However, this leads to a different discussion of its kind with many questions for further research for example, how much recognition will be earned by each authors of a paper with multiple authors from various countries? We will not be addressing this issue as it is beyond the scope of this paper.

**Collaboration for Enrollment**

Like any other partnership a collaboration among universities has to produce mutual benefit to the institutions involved. This type of collaboration is driven by the fact that universities involved want to increase their respective enrollment in programs. There are not many articles analyzing education partnership or academic collaboration⁹,¹⁰ and how far these partnership were able to serve mutual interests. Even the collaboration between USA and European universities have not produced concrete outcomes or have not delivered the expected results¹¹. However, authors in² report a different reason for global partnership and present a scenario in African region. Countries like Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, South Africa were having high enrollments in their public as well as private universities in late 1990s. Therefore, to lower pressure on their universities these countries tried to sort collaboration with other neighboring countries to facilitate the needs of the students they could not accommodate. However, in the same article authors also report that these efforts did not prove to be productive.

**Collaboration for Other Reasons**

One of the possible reasons for collaboration can also be the poor infrastructure of universities in the developing countries which means poor lab facilities, library, network and computer technology. University with poor infrastructure find it even harder to find a partner for collaboration in a developed country with advance technology and better infrastructure¹². On the other hand, it is very important for all the concerned parties to have access to resources that each institution interested in collaborative work will bring to the collaboration. One of the many benefits for collaboration can be the increase in library, technology and knowledge resources and more access to increased expertise.
In some cases higher education institutions, from developing countries, may attempt to establish collaboration with universities of other countries in order to project an image of an institute that is very well connected with the rest of the world. It is worth mentioning that such collaboration may not lead to any financial gains however, it may result in enhanced research exposure and capabilities as well competitive advantage.

Another form of collaboration is based on teaching method, called Blended Online Learning (BOL). This involves shared education that happens across several university settings. Authors present ideal features for BOL to have a effective collaborative learning is to: (1) provide technical and resources support, (2) get familiar with each system, (3) launch effective and sustained communication, (4) build mutual trust, and (5) get organized in all aspects of the collaboration. In this type of collaboration using BOL can have various types of communications (a) Discussions with other instructors teaching classes in the program at two institutes involved in the collaboration. (b) Lecturing or chatting with students in the class, may be from different institutes. Communication in a BOL typically takes three forms: (i) communicating with other instructors, (ii) communicating with students, and (iii) self-communication. It is also important to formalize the communication channel and all the related protocols. Such protocol is very important while communicating with students in the class that includes students from the collaborating institutions. It is possible that the students from one institute may be used to a specific way of communication that the instructor from another institute teaching the class is not familiar with. Therefore, it will be helpful if the communication protocol is already discussed and decided so that both student and instructor are well prepared. The technology used for this communication will also play an important role during collaboration, therefore it is important that all parties involved must familiarizes themselves with the technology as well as protocols. Such an arrangement will create mutual respect and trust among the collaborating institution and will also avoid any unilateral decisions. The basis of success of BOL collaboration is to have an extensive plan for and at every stage. Many students and faculty will be going through BOL for the first time. Such plan will, if not eliminate, may reduce their anxiety as well as avoid their confrontation if all guidelines and expectations are clear.

Case Study

The University chosen for this case study was founded in 1971 and is one of the largest private nonprofit institution of higher learning and the 16th largest in the United States. It comprises five schools and one college: the schools of Business and Management, Education, Engineering and Computing, Health and Human Services, and Professional Studies, and the College of Letters and Sciences. The University is committed to accessibility and offers programs at 28 campuses and is focuses on adult learners. The average age of students is early to mid-thirties and are self-motivated. A majority of students are working adults with full-time jobs and families. They put a high value in being able to learn when it fits their schedule. At this University, courses are taught in a one-course-per-month format, giving students the ability to focus on learning one course at a time and the flexibility to pursue an academic plan at their own pace. Students complete the program by taking a sequence of consecutively offered monthly classes. Classes meet twice per week over a four-week period in the evenings. The university responds to student learning needs with two approaches for accelerated learning: intense onsite classes or intense online classes.
Each approach offers certain advantages. The programs are offered online through University’s 
online learning platform. This learning platform is the Pearson Learning Studio, formerly 
eCollege. The lectures for online classes are delivered to the student via Class Live Pro, which is 
a custom version of the popular Elluminate software (live chat sessions). Class Live Pro 
(Elluminate) is a state-of-the-art conferencing system with audio, video and document-sharing 
capabilities.

It is surprisingly strange that so little work has been published on the role that is played, as well 
as the problem faced by the faculty of the institutions involved in establishing collaborations. The faculty of institutions participating in collaboration in the classes they teach encounter a daunting task of dealing with students from not only different cultures but with varying educational backgrounds and learning styles. Following are some of the things that faculty has to deal with when their institutes enter into international collaborations;

- Leave the comfort of their usual classroom and move on to more challenging class environment generated as a result of, may be, market driven global international collaboration.
- May be ill prepared for cross cultural challenges that may not be expected in a traditional class room.
- Exposure to challenges in the use of technologies associated with international collaboration.

In order to expand our access to student population outside USA and tap some of the resources and opportunities that have not been explored by our competitors, in the past few years we have been making efforts to establish a collaboration with one public sector and one private university in one of the developing country. One of our faculty member who had personal contacts with upper managements of these international institutes actively initiated these efforts. Unfortunately both the attempts were not successful and efforts could not be translated in a working collaboration. Following are few of the lesson learned from this experience;

- It must be realized that it is the faculty who are able to build and sustain long-term collaborations and can play a key role in any of the collaboration. In some cases collaboration discussions are handled by administration that is less enthusiastic and holds poor understanding of the programs. This situation is further complicated when decision are made by the administration, especially upper administration, that is not fully knowledgeable about the inner details of the program. Sometimes the problem for faculty working on collaboration, is that faculty may not agree with these decisions made by the administration. Because of lack understanding at the program level these decisions are made based on factors other than the benefit for the students of both the institutes.

- It is interesting to note that key factor in any collaboration is the motivation of an individual faculty at the institute. Faculty involved in such collaboration may have incentive for such activity resulting in some sort of recognition and/or promotion and/or any other benefit that one may have not even realize. Some of the key issues recognized by faculty while working on international collaboration basically deal with establishing
and sustaining relationships, getting things done, as well as shared and differing views on certain things. These views may be on various aspects of the collaboration.

- Systemic issues regarding trust and expectation from each side and lack of reliable technical and communication as well as organizational infrastructure may also contribute to the inability to partner and collaborate. These systemic issues sometimes create a tension between partners in their approach to collaboration. Our study and analysis of our collaboration efforts also reveal basic assumptions of partnerships and impressions of international university as well as unrealistic expectations of the university on either side.

- A better and deeper understanding of historical and socio-cultural traditions of international university is very helpful to comprehend cultural differences and how they can impact the success and sustainability of such international collaborations.

- In our case the difference in the academic calendar was also one of the major challenges for collaboration. For example, our institution has one month one class accelerated format that makes collaboration with other institution even more difficult. Our collaboration cannot work unless there is a strong commitment from students from other institute to devote themselves for longer class sessions and lesser time to submit assignments and project work.

- Another reason that needs consideration and attention is the difference in time zones. This issue was not only for initial meeting but had impact on meeting times later in the negotiations. Therefore any kind of international collaboration may make this as one of the difficult aspect since it may involve up to 12 hours time difference and in some cases difference in working days of the week. For example, most of the Middle Eastern countries have Sunday to Wednesday as working week thus leaving only three days to hold meetings.

It is our experience that any type of collaboration activity is both time consuming and requires lot of effort so it is important that one stays focused and remain in touch through any form of communication and do not let anything fall through the cracks. To start towards an academic collaboration that would be successful it is important that we have committed, energetic and cooperative people on both sides of the negotiation teams. Another equally important deductions from this study is that at no time we must disregard the perceptual and behavioral aspects of university management on both sides during such interactions.

Analysis and Conclusion

It is our understanding that international collaborations generally occur more naturally as a result of increased opportunities for interactions with colleagues from other countries during international workshops, conferences and symposia. Sometimes cultural kinship of faculty and researchers also influence facilitation in collaboration. In addition, we also think that informal contacts are just as important (if not more important) as any kind of formal connections in terms of innovative outcomes for the perspective collaboration. Although some may still put more emphasis, in policy terms, on more formalized collaborative mechanisms to be used for
establishing any kind of initial contact for establishing collaborations. Another equally important
deductions from our experience is that, at no time we must disregard the perceptual and
behavioral aspects of university management on both sides during such interactions.

It is our hope that the lessons learned from our experience in this study will be invaluable.
Colleges and universities need to understand what entices faculty to begin cross-national
collaborations and what sustains their work over time. In addition, the barriers to success will
need to be clearly anticipated and understood in the hope that faculty and their institutions can
avoid the pitfalls of their predecessors.
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